
PAST WORKS 
RECYCLING PLANT



Past Works Recycling Plant is a mixed-bill night 
of contemporary performance, curated and 
hosted by Emergency Chorus.

We invite artists across contemporary live art, theatre, dance, music 
and visual arts practices to perform 'recycled' works: this could mean 
reworked and remixed material, a whirlwind retrospective, re- 
performing an early work from 20 years ago that's horribly 
embarrassing now, resurrecting a piece cut short by Covid. One act in 
the first edition auctioned off the intellectual property for all their 
unused ideas.

Past Works Recycling Plant is an informal and convivial evening, 
celebrating the ways that artists change and remain constant; how 
artists’ work is always already composted and fed back to itself in 
cyclical ways. It rejects the economically-driven pressure to produce 
new work at an unsustainable rate. It makes room for the unseen, the 
forgotten, the stolen, the scribblings-in-the-margins, the what-was- 
was-there-all-along. 

The first edition was held at and supported by Camden People's 
Theatre in November 2022, playing to a sold out audience. The 
featured artists were Cha cha cha cha cha, Théïa Maldoom, Sue 
MacLaine, Jian Yi and Unbaptised Infants. 

Consciously interdisciplinary, the night appeals to cross-artform 
audiences, and is explicitly aimed towards artists (professional and 
amateur!)

https://www.emergencychorus.com/
https://www.chachachachacha.info/
https://theiamaldoom.co.uk/
https://www.suemaclaine.com/
https://www.suemaclaine.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jianx_yi/
https://unbapinfants.wixsite.com/unbaptisedinfants


£100-£200 fee per act (different fees for solo artists and duos/groups)
£500 fee for Emergency Chorus for producing/delivery of event
travel expenses for participating artists, marketing budget and
photographer's fee as available

INFORMATION

We are looking to host 2-3 of these evenings across 2023, in our home bases
of Bristol and London.

SPACE
Studio theatre with 60-150 capacity, plus any available alternative spaces
(foyer/bar, rehearsal room, outdoors etc) for works with durational/one-on-one
formats or non-traditional space requirements.

STRUCTURE
5 acts of 15-20 minutes with 1 or 2 breaks (approx. 2.5 hour running time)

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
1 technician to facilitate get-in and operate the performances
Basic lighting, sound and video projection capabilities

COST
Flexible cost of £1000-£1600. 
This breaks down as:

In cases of limited budget, we are open to looking at other models, e.g. profit
sharing amongst artists, performing ourselves to remove 1 artist's fee cost.

We ask that, where possible, the venue provide in-kind rehearsal space on the
day of the performance and/or the day before, for the artists to rehearse their
pieces.





AUDIENCE FEEDBACK 

"Excellent, thought-provoking, fun, varied work and a real
sense of friendliness to the whole thing. Somehow a
real cohesive sense of creative identity came out of it at
the end of the day."

"Nice mix of informal but held, fun and serious at the
same time. Wild mix of works with something clear in
common.''

"I really enjoyed the concept of recycling ideas/revisiting
old work, it's interesting to see the potential in the old
when there is a pressure to constantly create new
things. There were great elements in all the acts, and
some recurring themes/repetition/cyclic links."

"I enjoyed the spirit of it. I think the idea is fantastic."

''I liked how the artists could decide how to introduce /
how much background context to give."

"Bring it to Bristol!"



PARTICIPANT  FEEDBACK 

"Thank you [for] your chill planning and presence, ease
with emails and thoughtful curation! I really admired your
soft attention to detail and humour in the hosting, inviting
and holding in the lead up and the day itself in general. 

I was also really marvelling in the days following at how
great the work was - complex playful practices each
gradually maturing. At some point I think I had written
off mixed bill nights[...] but Past Works reawakened me
to the joy of them, thank you."

"Gratitude for inviting me to be part of the evening. More to
say but participation laid ghosts and raised spirits."

"[Past Works Recycling Plant] felt like a really heartfelt
and necessary thing to do in an industry that wants new
new new all the time. It was lovely to bring [our work]
back from the archive and onto the stage, and to see your
curation of all the other great works!"

"It really was a wonderful evening. Great work – so neatly,
calmly, well organised."



All photographs by Jemima Yongwww.emergencychorus.com

https://www.emergencychorus.com/

